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THE SEARCH FOR NEUTRAL LEPTONS’ 

MARTIN L. PERL 
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Searches for new neutral leptonr are reviewed. Some models for proposed neutral leptonr are 
described. Methods used in past, present, and future searches are described. The limits obtained 
by some completed searches are given. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

At present we know of three kinds of neutral leptons: the 

electron neutrino, the muon neutrino, and the tau neutrino. 
This paper reviews the search for additional neutral leptons. 

The method and significance of a search depends upon the 

model used for the neutral lepton being sought. Section II 

describes some models for the properties and decay modes 

of proposed neutral leptons. Past and present searches are 
reviewed in Sec. III. The limits obtained by some completed 

searches are given, and the methods of searches in progress 

are described. Future searches are discussed in Sec. IV. 

II. MODELS FOR PROPERTIES AND DECAY 

MODES OF NEUTRAL LiPTONS 

A. WITHIN THE STANDARD MODEL 

1. No Miting. In the standard model, the simplest case 

is a fourth generation 

LO ( > L- L ; L2, LR 

with no mixing between lepton generations. Using m for 

mass, if 

mL- > mp 

the Lo is stable. If mL- < rnLo then 

or 

mL0 -mL- >mw 

mL0 -mL- <mw 

l Work supported by the Department 
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(2) 

Then the Lo decays via the weak charged current thru a 

physical W, Eq. 3a and Fig. la, or thru a virtual W, Eq. 

3b and Fig. lb. 
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Fig. I. 

Incidently, in the standard model the weak radiative 

corrections to mw and rnz place upper limits’ on 1rnL.o - 

mt-1. Figure 2 gives the 95% CL upper limit udng p = 

Mw /i$ COG ew = 1.02 f 0.02 (Ref. 2). 

Some search methods for neutral leptons which decay 

via the weak charged current use the decay modes in which 

there are two charged particles, with or without neutrinos 

but without photons. This branching fraction, &, is given 

in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 2. Upper limits on IrnLO - mL-1 from weak 

radiative corrections to W and Z masses. 
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Fig. 3. Some branching fractions for the decay of an Lo via 

the weak charged current, Lo + L- + X. The r mass is set to 

sero. 

e. Miting. There have been many discussions3~’ of the 

possibility that a fourth generation lepton doublet might 

mix with one of the known lepton doublets 

( LOcos#-vsin# 

L- ) 
; LOR, L; 

L 
(4) 

( 

LOsin#+vcos# 

t- > 
; 5 

L 

Here L = c, p, or r. The decay diagram is Fig. lc, and 

the decay amplitude is multiplied by sin#. Photonic de- 

cays, Fig. 4, can also occur, but their decay rates are much 

smalle# than that described in Fig. lc. The one 7 decay 

_ rate is usually smaller than the two 7 decay rate. 

B. DEVIATIONS FROM THE STANJIARD MODEL 

1. Flavor-Changing Neutral Current Decays. An inter- 

esting class of models allows decays thru a tlavor-changing 

neutral current. In one example,’ there is mixing between 

/ CN 
w+/ \ & 

Y 

L” 1 
I-- 

v 

Fig. 4. 

a weak isospin singlet neutral lepton 

Lo cos# - usin 

and a known doublet 

( Lo sin#+ vcosd 

t- 1 

(5a) 

PI 

Now there is no GIM mechanism and the decay shown in 

Fig. Id will occur. Another example assumes a pair of neu- 

tral leptons Lo, Lo’ with a unique conserved lepton number, 

and rnL0 > rn,r,o#. Then, Fig. Id, 

Lo -+ Lo’ + neutral current decay modes (‘5) 

To model these neutral current decays we violate the 

standard model, we assume V - A coupling and assume de- 

cay thru a virtual or real Z”. Figure 5 gives some branching 

fractions. 
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Fig. 5. Some branching fractions for the hypothetical decay 

via a weak neutral current, Lo + Lo’ + X. The Lo’ mass is set 

to eero. 



.f?. Other Deviations from the Standard Model. Out of 

the many other deviations from the standard model which 

have been proposed, I’ll give two examples. A heavy neutral 

lepton may be assigned the same lepton number as a known 

charged lepton,bT’ an Es associated with the e-, or an Me 

associated with the ~1~. The decay proceeds via a charged 

current which might be right-handed. 

Another example consists of an Lo, L- pair with un- 

conventionally strong coupling to a Higgs particle. Then 

the decay could be dominated by the process in Fig. 6. 

LoA% ] Ii’ Decoy Modes 

11-8. --J 4985A6 

Fig. 6. 

Fishbane et al.,s give other examples which fit into a 

generalized standard model. 

C‘. MODELS AND DECAY SIGNATURES 

Many past, present, and future searches depend upon 

looking for special decay signatures. Table I gives an overview 

of decay signatures based on some of the models we have 

discussed. 

Table I 

> 

( Lo 1 
LO--+ L-+lq+c+ 

P- 
; mp-mL- <mW 

LO-L-+q+q’ 

III. PAST AND PRESENT SEARCHES 

A. SEARCHES USING p, I, OR K DECAY 

If a new neutral lepton, Lo, mixes with the e or p and 

has sufficiently small mass, it might be detected in decays 

such ae 
p- -+ Lo + e- + 17~ 

r---*LO+/r (7) 

If--rLO+p- 

Two methods are used as illustrated by the work of D. A. 

Bryman et al.,g 

They studied the decay 

%+ 4 c+ + any neutral lepton (8) 

in the course of measuring the decay rate for the conven- 

tional process 9r+ -+ e+ + v,. The first search method in- 

volvea looking for a peak in the e+ energy spectrum corre- 

sponding to a non-sero mass Lo. None was found, Fig. 7a 

and curve A in Fig. 7b give 90% CL upper limits. The sec- 

ond search method involves the measurement of the ratio. 

(i:) mixing with (:f ) ~o~~-~:~ 

with flavor 
LO+LW++++ 

LO + LO’ + tt + r 
changing neutral current 

LO-, LW++++ 

Lo stable I None 

Remarks I 

W  decays + new L- 

2 charged particles 

Large multiplicity 

2 charged particles 

Large multiplicity 

All neutral particles 

2 charged particles 

Large multiplicity 



Iyr+ * e’vJr(r’ * p+vp) (9) 

This ratio will be greater than expected if there in an ~5’ 

with near-zero mass such that the decay z+ + c+ + Lo 

gives the same e energy spectrum ae z+ -+ c+ + v,. Curve 

B in Fig. 7b gives the upper limit from this method. 
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Fig. 7. Upper limits on branching ratio and 

sin’ I&L. 

Shrock’O aummarizea many of the searches which have 

uaed cc, z, or K decays. All gave null results. Figure 8, ab- 

stracted from that summary gives some of the upper limits. 

B. SEARCHES USING NEUTRINO BEAMS AND BEAM 

DCJMPS. 

A new neutral lepton might be detected via a study 

of the neutrino-like products of a beam dump experiment, 

Figs. Qa and Qb, or via a study of the contents of a neutrino 

beam produced by meson decay, Fig. Qc. 

1. Neutrino Beam Dump Searches. Beam dump exper- 

iments consist of the interaction of a high intensity proton 

or electron beam with a dense target, the removal within a 

short distance of almost all strongly-interacting or 

electromagnetically-interacting particlea by a dense shield, 

and magnetic sweeping from the forward direction of muons. 

Most z’s and K’s interact before decay, hence the dominant 
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Fig. 8. Upper limits on sin2 &,L. 

products of the beam dump are neutrinos from D, B, 

or T decay. Unknown ‘weakly-interacting neutral particles 

from these latter decays would also exit the beam dump. 

Figures Qa and Qb illustrate two search methods: looking 

for an unexpected interaction in a massive neutrino detector, 

or looking for decays in flight. 

Target and 
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Look for decoy 

In flight 
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Fig. 9. 

In recent years a series of proton beam dump exper- 

iments have been carried out at the CERN SPS” and a 

single experiment was carried out at Fermilabr2. No def- 

inite evidence was found for non-conventional processes in 
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the beam dumps or in the detectors. But there is lack of 

agreement on whether the ratio of V, flux to u,, flux is con- 

ventional. If the dominant production mechanism is D and 

other charmed particle decays, then e - c universality pre- 

dicts a ratio close to 1. The CHARM experiment” reports 

a smaller ratio. If there is indeed such an effect, could it be 

connected to the existence of a unknown Lo? Rosner13 has 

discussed possible extensions of beam dump searches. 

The CHARM experiment has also looked for decays in 

flight”)” via the processes 

D+ + e+ + Lo (in beam dump target) 

Lo + v, + e+ + e- (downstream of beam dump) 
(10) 

Figure 10 gives the upper limits. 
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Fig. 10 Upper limits on sin’ &L. 

Bjorken et al., ” have used an electron beam dump ex- 

periment at SLAC to look for axion-like bosone, photons, 

and other neutral, penetrating particles. 

2. Neutrino Beam Searches. The CHARM experiment” 

has also used the CERN wide band neutrino beam to search 

for the processes 

r+ + e+ or p+ + Lo 

and then 

K+-+e+ or cc+ + Lo 

LO-rv,+oru,+e++e- Wb) 
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Fig. 11. Upper limits. 

C. SEARCHES USING e+e- INTERACTIONS 

1. General Search Methods. The process 

e+ + e- -+ Lo + Lo , 

as shown in Fig. 12, provides a general production method. 

---- 
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L” 
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Fig. 12. 

If Lo does not fit within the standard model, we may not 

know the production cross section. However, it is useful to 

define as a standard the cross section in the standard model 

u&.,&+d = (G2s/Q6r)(aa i- $)(a& + U&)T(a) (13a) 

In the standard model the threshold factor is 

W) = a(3 + P2/?) W) 
as in Fig. Qc. Upper limits are given in Fig. 11 for QO% CL. 



where @  is the velocity of the Lo in unite of c. The number 

of produced pairs per 100 pb-’ is 

* PEP (29 GeV) : pairs/100 pb-’ = 3O.T(p) 

(14) 
PETRA (42 GeV) : pairs/100 pb-’ = SQ.T(p) 

At present most PEP experiments have accumulated about 

200 pb-’ of data, most PETRA experiments about 100 pb-‘. 

Hence each PEP or PETRA experiment could have about 

60 T(p) produced pairs. However, the reality of Lo searches 

in existing detectors is that acceptances are roughly 10% to 

40% when the various cuts .are applied. Hence each PEP 

or PETRA experiment could have about 6 2’(/3) to 25 T(P) 

observed Loto pairs summed overall decay modes. This is 

a small signal in a background of 10’ hadronic events. 

The search for new neutral leptons in PEP and PETRA 

data is still going on because the sought signals are 50 small. 

I will review some of the search methods being used and, 

where available, the limits set by some searches. 

d. Searches Depending on i&ring. If an Lo mixes with 

one of the known lepton doublets and decays through the 

weak charged current,16 then 

e+ + e- -+ Lo + Lo 

Lo -+ L- + other particles (15) 

Lo ---) L+ + other particles 

where L = e, p, or r. In the e or p case the signature will 

be definitive. 

The HRS-collaboration” has applied this method to 

106 pb-’ of PEP data using the signature 

Lo -+ e* + zF+ 2 0 Y’S 

Lo -+ anything 

W W  

PW 

They find a few events with this signature, but the expected 

background is also a few events. Their 90% CL upper limit 

is 

&CT < 0.08 to 0.20 pb (17) 

in the maea range of l-7 GeV/c2, where B2 is the branching 

fraction for the decay in Eq. 16a. From Fig. 3 and Eq. 13a 

we expect Bza N 0.1 pb in the etandard model. 

The HRS collaboration is extending this search, and 

other searches involving mixing are being carried out by 

the Mark II collaboration, the MAC collaboration and other 

PEP and PETRA experiments. 

3. Searches Using Decay Secondary Vertices. Figure 

13 gives the lifetime of neutral leptons decaying thru the 

charged weak interaction 

Lo + r + anything (18) 

in the standard model. The .t- mass is neglected. Existing 

detectors at PETRA and PEP cau look for secondary decay 

vertices over a range of masses and mixing parameters. 
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Fig. 13. Lifetime for the decay Lo + I!- + anything 

through the weak charged current. The curves are for the 

indicated values of sin’ 4. 

Using the Mark II aa an example, the minimum lifetime 

is set by how well a secondary vertex can be distinguished 

from the LoLo production vertex on an event by event basis. 

The rough rule is 

CT 2 0.2 cm 

-6 



where T is the Lo lifetime. Hence 

T 2 7 x 10-12sec. (194 

The maximum lifetime is set by the need for the Lo to decay 

within the inner regions of the detector, hence 

7cT 6 50 cm 

The total energy of 29 GeV at PEP yields 

T 5 lo- lo A4 sec. (196) 

where M  is the Lo mass in GeV/c2. The search region given 

by Eq. 19 is indicated in Fig. 13. Within the standard 

model, this region has definite significance. Outside the 

standard model, for example 

Lo ---t Y + anything , (20) 

the significance of the search region depends upon the model. 

The Mark II Collaboration is testing various Lo models 

by searching for decay secondary vertices in the following 

types of events: 2-prongs versus missing momentum, 4- 

prongs, a-prongs versus jet, and jet versus jet. This work is 

in progress. The HRS Collaboration18 and other collabora- 

tions are carrying out similar searches. 

4. Searches Using Small Multiplicity Events. If the Lo 

has a mass of the order of 1 GeV/c2 or smaller and decays 

through the weak charged current, then the dominant decay 

modes contain two charged particles: 

Lo + a+ + b- 

(21) 
LO + c+ +d-+v 

as shown in Fig. 3. Here the letters represent an c, p, x 

or K. Therefore it is interesting to search for small mass 

unstable neutral leptons in the four charged particle reaction 

c+ + e- -b a+ + b- + c+ + d-+ 10 neutrinos (22) 

Such a search has just been completed by the Mark II 

Collaboration.1g The major background is from r pairs 

where there is a I-prong decay opposite a 3-prong decay. 

This background is eliminated by requiring that no combina- 

tions of three particles has a small invariant mass. Another 

powerful criterion, which greatly reduces background from 

e+e- + e+e+e+e-, e+e-p+c(-, requires 

E,+ + Et,- I Ebew E,+ + Ed- 5 &earn (23) 

for at least one combination of a, b, c, d. Here Ei is the en- 

ergy of particle i assuming eero mass. No events were found 

in the mass range 

0.1 < rnLo < 6 GeV/c’ (24) 

consistent with e+ + e- + Lo + fro and the decay modes in 

Eq. 21. The 0.1 lower limit is a criterion used to eliminate 

e+e- pairs. Figure 14 gives the 90% CL upper limit on 

u/htandsrd (Me tie 13a). 

$ 0.2 1 / 1 

o.II 1 1 !iIllli I ///I 
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10 8. rnc Psev/c*) .M286 

Fig. 14. The 90% CL upper limit on 

o/u&.,dud for e+e- + LoJo yielding 4 

charged particle events. 

5. Special Searches in e+e- Interactions. The JADE 

Collaboration2’ at PETRA haa looked for the e--associated 

Ec lepton produced as in Fig. 15. The 95% CL lower limits 

on rn$ are 24.5 GeV/c2 assuming V + A and 22.5 GeV/c2 

assuming V - A, and baaed on the model in Ref. 20. 
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4. PRESENT EXPERIMENTAL LIMITS ON THE NIJMBER 

OF DIFFERENT NEUTRAL LEPTONS 

Direct or indirect measurements of the Z” width can 

provide upper limits to the number of different neutral lep- 

ton decay modes 

z” --) LO + LO (25) 

assuming m&o is sufficiently small so that threshold effects 

can be ignored. Table II gives the current limits on the total 

number of small mass L”s. The small upper limit given by 

the UA2 measurement of the ratio u@p -+ ZX)/u(pp + 

ZX) may be caused by their u(jfp + ZX) being anoma- 

lously large. 

Table II 

Method Number of Ref. 

Small Mass Lo’s 

90% CL Upper limit 

Z width < 6.2 GeV 24 21 

UA2; 90% CL 

Z width < 8.5 GeV 37 22 

UAl, 90% CL 

4PP + ZX)l(U(PP -+ WX) 3 21 

UA2 

O@P + Zql(+P + WX) 18 23 

UAl 

IV FUTURE SEARCHES 

A. NON-COLLIDER SEARCHES 

Searches for Lo’s will certainly continue using the meth- 

ods described in Seca. IIIA and HIB: studies of p,z, K 

and D decays; beam dump searches; and neutrino beam 

searches. It is doubtful that there will be many future 

searches using the interactions of charged or neutral lep- 

tons with fixed targets. (Such searches are discussed in Ref. 

6). 

B. SEARCHES USING e+e- COLLIDERS 

1. Energies Below and at the Z” Mass. The searches 

described in Sec. IIIc will continue at PEP and PETRA. 

Increased instantaneous luminosity and increased total lu- 

minosity will improve the sensitivity of these searches. 

The next steps will use the higher energy e+e- colliders, 

TRISTAN, LEP, and the SLC. As the energy increases to- 

wards the Z”, the standard model production cross section, 

Eq. 13a, increaees as the energy squared. Equally important 

is the increase of the mass range. 

At the peak of the Z” resonance, which is in the LEP 

and SLC energy range, the search for Lo’s is definitive2’ 

provided rnL0 < mz/2. The standard model cross section 

for 

e+ + eT + Zfed + Lo + Lo (26) 

is approximately 2 nb, ignoring threshold factors. LEP 

and SLC will attain luminosities in the range of 103’ - 

1031 cm-2s-1 at the Z”. Hence 2 x 10’ to 2 x 10s Lo pairs 

could be produced per year. If the Lo is unstable, signa- 

tures such as those summarized in Table I will enable2’ the 

discovery and study of the Lo. 

If the Lo ia stable or unstable, the Z” width will be larger 

than expected (Sec. HID), and a precise width measurement 

can be undertaken.25 An alternate method2* requires the 

collider energy to be set above the Z” peak, looking for the 

reaction 

e++e---r7+Z”-,-y+Lo+Lo (27) 

This method seems to be the easier of the two. 

8. Energies above the Z” Resonance. At energies above 

the Z” resonance, the standard model cross section for 

e+ + e- -+ Zkmd --* Lo + Lo (28) 

is 

u - 0.03/a pb (29) 

where u is in TeV2 and threshold effects are ignored. The 

-8- 



higher energy phase of LEP is designed to reach fi = 0.2 to 

0.25 TeV. There are no e+e- collidera under construction 

which can reach higher energy. At present it seems necessary 

to use the linear collider technology,2’~28124 to reach e+e- 

energies in the range of fi = 0.5 to 4 TeV. In thie very 

high energy range one might find lepton doublets with 

mL0 - mL- > mw ew 

LO+ L-+w (304 

Then Eq. 28 would yield 

e++e--+LO+LO-rL++L-+W++W-, (31) 

a reaction with a distinctive signature. The decay in Eq. 

30b has the width2’ 

rcs (I-$)~ (I+% ) (3%~) 

where the L- mass has been ignored and a standard gauge 

coupling assumed. For rnLo >> mw, 

I’ w GFmi/&rfi u 3 x lo-‘mi GeV (32b) 

where rnLO is in GeV. Thus for very heavy leptons the decay 

width can be the same magnitude as the mass. Of course 

the limitations associated with Fig. 2 apply to rnL0 - mL- 

in the standard model. 

C. SEARCHES USING ep COLLIDERS 

HERA, the ep collider3’P1 now under construction, of- 

fers a wonderful way to search for neutral leptons via 

e-+p+Ec’+hadrons (W 

The cross section can be large31 and the signature ia dis- 

tinctive, the Ee decay products and the hadrona exit the 

reaction in different directions. HERA can produce Lo’8 

with masses up to about 200 GeV. If pp or pp colliders in 

the 10 to 40 TeV range are built, e- rings can be added, 

and the Ee search extended to the TeV mass range. 

D. SEARCHES USING pp AND pp COLLIDERS 

1. Production and Search Methods. The general Lo 

production mechanism ia the decay of real or virtual W ’s 

or Z’s, these boeona having been produced through quark- 

antiquark annihilation: 

q+d+W-orZO (34 

W- -+ L- + to or Z” + Lo + Lo 

Discussions now in the literature32-35 have concentrated on 

Wr.d 4 L- + Lo , 

and emphasized the search for the L- while assuming the 

Lo is stable and has small mass. In this cam the signature 

for the process in Eq. 35 is the L- decay products and 

missing momentum, which is not a general signature for an 

Lo search. 

However the decay in Eq. 35 can have some useful sig- 

natures depending on the model used for the L- and Lo and 

their masses. For example, if the Lo is massive, unstable, 

and decays to the L- 

W--*L-+L++L-+&, I!= e, p, 7 

WI 
w---+L-+t++q+lf, q = quark 

The threshold factor for the W- decay is given in Fig. 16. 

Even when mL- +rnLo is close to mw, the threshold factor is 

greater than 0.2. Hence a large mass range can be explored. 

The other real boson decay process is 

Zfeal + LO + to (37) 

The signature considerations are analogous to those dis- 

cussed in connection with Eq. 26, the background consid- 

erations are, of course, very different, the background being 

larger in the pp or p case. 

The Lo production processes involving virtual W ’a or 

Z’s require more complicated search procedures since the 

constraint of the boson mass is not available. 

-4 
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Fig. 16 The threshold factor in W- -+ L- + Lo. 

2. Searches at the CERN pp Collider and Teuatron I. 

Searches for new leptons are just beginning at the CERN j~p 

Collider. The search range will certainly extend up to the W 

or Z mass, perhaps higher. When the Tevatron I frp collider 

begins operation, the search range will extend to several 

hundred GeV mass. Only experiment and experience will 

tell us if there is an Lo in these mass ranges which can be 

detected and shown to be a lepton. 

At present some events found by the UAl Collaboration36 

have the form 

p + p + jet + large missing transverse energy (38) 

The missing energy might be explained by a long lived 

Lo or an Lo which decays into neutrinos, hence there have 

been some proposals3’ that these events came from Z” decay 

into new neutral leptons. It is clearly just the beginning of 

the large amount of research which will be done on neutral 

leptons at pp collider-a. 

9. Searches at Ultra-high Energy pp and pp Colliders. 

Research and development work on pp and pp colliders in 

the 10 to 40 TeV range has begun in the United Statea38 

. and in Western Europe.3gco The reaction 

p + p + W* + anything 

(39) 
w*--+L*+LO 

has been atudied.2 Figure 17 gives the L* production croes 

eection assuming the Lo has negligible mass. The cross 

t&ton would be eimiliar if the Lo were massive and the 

L- had negligible mass. 

10-2 L I I I I I A 

10-61 ’ I I I I I I 1 
0.2 0.6 I .o 1.4 I .8 

12-84 .rnLt (TeV/c*) 4985A17 

Fig. 17. The cross section for p+p -+ L* + Lo+ anything 

via W,.aoal production. 

Of particular interest is the application of Fig. I7 to the 

proposed Superconducting Super Collider,” a pp collider of 

up to 40 TeV total energy. The Lo search range extends 

into the 1 TeV maas range. 
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